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Abstract: The purpose of this conceptual article is to expand and extend Bakhtin’s theory of novel and to
explore their relevance to organization development practice and research, in particular that relates to the
‘sacred’ type of inquiry. We placed organization development inquiry as a ‘signed’ act within Bakhtin’s moral
philosophy  whereby  it  is  interpreted  in the context of real-life authorship experience. The architectonic of
the novel rejects the monologism over the ‘second’, the ‘living knower’. The ‘second’ is the addressee with
equal rights to be heard and to be answered. In this enterprise for blossoming participation, both the ‘first’ and
the ‘second’ are accountable to the Third (super-addressee). Albeit of centripetal-centrifugal struggle for
supremacy of consciousness, penetration/inter-penetration with others ideas is fundamental activity of genuine
novelistic living life. Answerability meanwhile is central to the above architectonics where responsibility
functions as a non-alibi in being. Novelistic inquiry highlighted the aesthetic nature of subject-subject
relationships in dialogic encounters, which in so doing offer an inherent challenge to traditional forms of inquiry
in organization development. The article offers insights and wisdom excavated from the literary theory for
organization development.
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INTRODUCTION With the above background we suggest sacred

Organization development (OD) is understood to allows us as human persons to know that we are part of
mean planned change based on the paradigm of action the whole where it places us back in relation with the
research. Traditionally OD inquiries are based on the living world; to live with ‘the rest of creation as relatives’
common view that an organization is like a machine with with  living  knowledges in practical service to people’s
interlocking  parts  that  lies  in  a  stable   environment. life [9.10]. Operationally, the sacred inquiry is at work
An engagement within this perspective is basically about when the following four elements are attended by
‘fixing’ problems via ‘allophatic doctor-patient’ type of practitioners: a) Participative experience of our world as
intervention. Epistemologically, the living world in this sacred space, b) representation of that experience in ways
paradigm,  the  creatura,  is  being  viewed in terms of that bring beauty, c) understanding and framing of that
non-living, the pleroma [1-3], a mechanical world-view. experience in ways that are not alienated and d) actions
Research  showed  that most organizational change and engagements to heal the misery of separation
efforts using the ‘current humanistic, man-is-the-measure- between ourselves and our planet.
of-all-things concepts and methods’ [4, 5] using tools In relation to the above, we believe. Bakhtin’s theory
taken from ‘cause and effect box’ fail as they do not go far of novel has a lot to offer in enriching sacred inquiry
enough, such as dealing with the core issues of spirit and practices. Novels are versions of the world [11]. In that
love [6]. Ironically, human based inquiry, the foundation light of understanding we cannot treat the literary text as
of action research, is for the flowering of all forms of life an object of academic curiosity but must respond it as a
via nurturing of love, beauty, wisdom and compassionate living  voice,  if  we are  to  receive   the   message  lying
action [7, 8]. in its generic features [12]. In  the  following paragraphs,

inquiry as a new tradition for OD. The sacred inquiry
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we attempt to back our claim by presenting the consciousness of other men’ [22]. Belova [23] argues that
‘sacredness’ of the inquirer ‘first’, the enquired ‘second’ the above systemicity is the foundation of Bakhtin’s
and the ‘super-addressee’ Third. A non-alibi moral philosophy that makes the following claims:
answerability as the foundation of the inquiry is also Uniqueness of one’s participation in Being where I both
discussed. actively/passively participate being, my uniqueness is

Bakhtin’s Theory of Novel: We do not address inquiries
to nature and she does not answer us, but we put The Architectonics of Practices: (There is nothing so
questions to ourselves and organize them in such a way practical as a good theory --- Kurt Lewin).
as to obtain an answer, says Bakhtin. In that regard when The enquirer ‘first’. I-for-myself --- to be or not to
studying man, he suggests that we search everywhere for be?.  In OD, an inquirer must not lose himself/herself in
signs, forms, conditions of life, inter-relations and the engagement: I-for-myself is about the experience of
interactions and we try to grasp their meaning [13]. looking  from  inside-out, focuses on the continual
Bakhtin theorized that the novel is a text of the  whole that process of trying to understand how others view the self.
concerns with ‘the inside, the underside, or the other side’ For Bakhtin [24] ‘I in I-for-myself has no sovereign
which engages in dialogical encounters and collisions, internal territory as I is wholly and always on the
not monological descriptions or prescriptions  [14].  Every boundary; looking inside herself/himself, she/he looks
novel is a dialogical system [15]  that provides  a platform into the eyes of another or with the eyes of another’ for
for novelness to flourish; it  is  voices  (worldviews, an enriched life. Thus the idea that one never sees what
individuality   and  destiny) [16, 17]. Basically novelness others see when they look at the self is acceptable.
is the characteristic feature that linked up with awareness Similarly I from the outsidedness know about the other
of otherness whereby multiplicity of independent and that he/she does not know and cannot know. However as
unmerged voices and consciousness have equal rights to both parties gaze at each other, ‘extra knowledges’ of two
exist and be present. different worlds arising out the surplus of seeing are

One of the basic tasks of a novel is to search for a reflected in their eyes: ‘In order to annihilate differences,
novelistic genuine life in seeking truth out of two or more I, at that moment, would necessary to merge into one, to
consciousness that being played out [18, 19]. In so doing, become one’ [25, 26].
voices and consciousness, including the soul, that have In applying oneself to be novelistic and turns surplus
meanings and significance in the said life are laid bare. of seeing as aesthetic activity, the ‘first’ must unfolds
The genuine life is said to emerge when human relations action into a ‘blossom’ of consummating form, that is by
is grounded in ‘penetration/inter-penetration’, a process ‘filling in’ the horizon of the other human being who is
of wholly hearing and responding (to ask questions, to being contemplated by rendering his/her horizon
heed, to respond, to agree and so forth) that embrace complete; an adventure of searching for situated
eyes, lips, hands, soul, spirit, the whole body and deeds. knowledges that enshrined in everywhere internal and
In this aesthetical live event process [20], an inquirer is external signs, things and experiences. The eventness of
destroying the naïve wholeness of one’s notion about the moment also includes action of grasping the unity of
self that lies at the heart of the epic image of men. Indeed, the whole, affirming the gift-life-giving that produces
without ‘penetration/inter-penetration’ the above action newness arising out of the novelness, exploring the
is only a plaything of compulsion, not an ‘agreed love’ of heteroglossic state of the social worlds and hearing
entering into/with other ideas of others [21]. It is an nuances in the wake of familiarity and simplicity.
engagement of leaving loopholes open that gives In realizing the above engagement, two constitutive
potential of other meanings or newness as it does not steps could be taken. First step: ‘I must project myself
pretends to possess ready-made truth. Here, I-for-the- into him/her, experiencing his/her life from within him/her.
other matters. As such, genuine living idea of relationship I must experience --- come to see and to know --- what
is  not speculative, but revelatory; being is not thought, he/she experienced. I must put myself in his place and
it is revealed between two. In this novelistic mood, one coincide with him/her, as it were’. The second step: ‘My
does not imply two; two, rather, are necessary to projection of myself into him/her must be followed by a
constitute the wholeness of one. Therefore it is return into myself. For only from this place can the
impossible  to  conceive of anyone as being outside of material  derived  from  my  projecting myself into the
this architectonics of relationship: ‘We oversee and other is rendered meaningful, ethically, cognitively or
apprehend the reflection of our life in the plane of aesthetically [27]. A point to note, in the above context of

given and I am actual and irreplaceable.
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comprehension, there can be neither a first or a last where everyone would have to speak. In this regard, the
meaning as anything that can be understood always
exists among meanings as a link in the chain of meaning
whereby only in its totality that it is real [28].

Meanwhile, the position of the heart of the man is
vital in ensuring the novelness blossoming. It relates to
two competing languaged forces, centrifugal and
centripetal [29], which are at work in the inner domain of
speech of a human being. Bakhtin has translated the
above  situation  as a vision about a battleground
between good and evil; ‘the mind of man is a theatre in
which the war between the centripetal impulses of
cognition and centripetal forces of the world is fought
out’ [30]. In other words, the enquirer ‘first’ has a choice
to be a centripetalist or a centrifugalist in engaging
inquiry.

A  centrigulaist ‘first’ is said to ‘novelistic’ inquirer
as he/she is inviting all voices, not only his/her own to
dwell in the house of the novel. The ‘first’ views ‘the
second’ not as objects to fulfill ‘ordained’ demands, or
turning/transforming them into a second other but as a
respectable life with equal rights, combined but not
merged in the organic unity of event [31]. In a similar vein,
every opinion or views in this whole is regarded as a
living creature; capable of presenting and answering via
means of dotted line to the point of their dialogic
interaction. The ‘first’ in this regard must make every
effort to link ‘coincidences’ in playing out his/her
‘addressivity’ with the loved ‘second’. A one sided
orientation that deny co-experience in this matter
inevitably leads to a vulgarization in a relationship [32].

However,  if centripetal tendency is winning, a state
of  monologic  unity  preserved the ‘first’ from the
benefits of fluidity of the novelness as described above.
Here, the ‘first’ self is praising a single and unified
authorial consciousness with the ‘second’ other is just
another separate life. Such seeing is possible when
surplus of seeing is being mismanaged --- a centripetalist
may use it to define the ‘second’ other in finalizing terms
as the other does not has the same surplus --- indeed
often no surplus at all. In this environment, the ‘first’ is
deaf to the ‘second’ other response and indeed does not
expect it; word of others ‘slips their ears and foreign to
their lips [33]. The notion of ‘ultimate word’ that ‘pretends
to be the finalized truth’ is not uncommon. As such
sideward glances are not allowed; no more opening
loopholes. The ‘second’ other in this regard is just
another noema (object).

The  centripetal force basically is a force that trying
to get rid of differences in order to present a unified
system norm under the  guise  of  ‘standard’  or  ‘official’

‘first’ make words [read: the aim of inquiry] forget their
own path from the point they have entered (the novel
dialogicality). In this ‘forgetfulness’, the monologic ‘first’
determines all format accents, a single voice, another
person as merely an object of consciousness not another
consciousness [34]. Simply, a centripetalist inquirer
manages meaning without the other and therefore to some
degree materializes all reality.

The Enquired ‘Second’: In Bakhtinian term the ‘second’
is known as the addressee/the partners/the other’s
speech/the hero. Here, the ‘second’ is not in arithmetical
sense but as a party with equal right to be heard and to be
answered [35]. A novelistic ‘first’, so to speak, does not
expect the ‘second’ to ‘duplicate- his-own-idea in
someone else’s mind’ type of understanding. The
passive second is a ‘confused’ player as passiveness is
not ‘real’ or ‘unflow’ dialogical relationship. The ‘second’,
in other words, must ‘make present’ as novelistic style is
about ‘someone-living-present’ [36]. After all, the
novelistic  relationship-conversation  is   a  consuming
gift [37].

Bakhtin argued that ‘for a word (consequently for a
human  being)  there  is nothing more terrible than a lack
of response, as the word wants to be heard, understood,
responded  to  and  again  to  respond to the response
and so forth ad infinitum’. It is the responsibility of the
‘second’  to  ensure  dialogicality  not becoming one
sided participation that amount to vulgarization and
possessedness  by  Being.  The  most  important  of all,
the   ‘second’  must  provide  the  first (author) with
points  of collision  with  himself/herself  so   I   am I
(self-consciousness)  can  be evaluated, an action of
making the novel unfinalized [38]. Simply, the second in a
novelistic inquiry is not any normal listener or necessary
spectator but another active author who can performs a
reception of artistic mastery [39].

The Third: Two (the first and the second) voices is the
minimum of life, the minimum of existence [40]. For
Bakhtin, every novelistic dialogue proceeds through
against  the  background of a responsive understanding
of the Third who is invisibly present, standing above all
the participants in the dialogue. The Third assumes
various expressions (God, absolute truth, super-addressee
and so forth). Bakhtin elaborates that the ‘first’ in a
novelistic  dialogicality can never turn over his/her whole
self and speech works to the complete and final will of
addressees who are on hand or nearby (after all even the
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closest descendants can be mistaken). In that acknowledgement of one’s obligative (ought-to-be)
circumstances,  the  ‘first’  must always presupposes uniqueness is a deed Bakhtin argues that a deed in the
some higher  instancing of responsive understanding above manner is not separated into its objective content
that can distance itself in various directions [41]. and its subjective happening but united in a unity of

The Third is the definitive element of responsibility; event (sobytie).
responsibility is accountability to the Third. The Third Answerability is not ‘all are being defined, delimited,
summons us to the presence generated by the [dialogical] inter-changeable,  but utterances with moral position of
word and it is an alien voice because our presence is no limits and no alibi. In this regard, the self is compelled
always in question, always lacking, always somewhere to attune to the other --- an affirmation of non-alibi in
else. This is why the Third is ‘the over I, the witness and being  that  constitutes  the basis of ‘my life being
judge of everyman (every I)’. Participants of dialogue in actually and competently given as well as its being
this regard are accountable to the Third. Contextually, actually and competently as something yet-to-be
there is no relation of I to a Thou without the relation of achieved’. A non-alibi is simply a lack that one must fill,
the I  to  the Third. A relationship with the Third fails a hole in the fabric of the deed that gives a face to the
when ‘I’ fail to speak the word with ‘my’ whole being [42]. event which is otherwise anonymous [46]. Thus,
In that situation, according to Patterson [43], a person is whenever the alibi becomes a prerequisite for a
succumbing to ‘monological recitation, calculation and relationship, there can be no responsibility, no
negotiation; when I have lost the question and strayed seriousness,  no  significance  but  only  indifferences
from the quest that moves me toward the truth; when I am with the life of the other real persons. Furthermore, ‘my
lured into the sediment of the fixed phrases and ready genuine life’ lives within the relation between I and other.
answers that become my tomb’. Here, novelistic answerability refers to the fact that for

A point to note, the above circumstances must be every  utterances (or act) there is the other who shares
read in the conjecture of Bakhtin view about the position our  human  qualities  and  the  capability of answering
of words during encounters. According to Bakhtin, our our utterances or act. In the above context, the other
utterances are filled with other’s words, varying degrees utters and other answers or novelistic chatters are
of otherness, or varying degrees of ‘our-own-ness’ and aesthetic product that resulting in a interrelationship.
they reveal to us many in half-concealed or completely Bakhtin described this moral philosophy as
concealed words of others with varying degrees of architectonics. In the above conjecture ‘man in man’ be
foreignness: The I hides in the other and in others, it revealed, for others as well as for oneself’: A moment of
wants  to  be  only  other for  others, (and) to cast itself answerability  is  a  moment  of ‘glimmering lamp before
the  burden  of  being the only I (I-for-myself) in the the sun’ [47].
world’ [44].

Novelistic Answerability: As mentioned earlier, (OD)  in  recent years is opening more ‘loopholes’ for
centripetal  and  centrifugal  forces  try to outdo each non-positivistic method of inquiry to thrive in developing
other in the dynamic of organizing tendency of the heart. organizations. In that mood of openness, the notion of
What can  guarantee the inner bonding of both? ‘Only ‘allophatic’ fixing is viewed not the only way of making
the  wholeness  of  responsibility I have to answer with order.  Sacred  inquiry  is  one  of the new or other ways
my  own  life,  for what I have experienced and of doing such. With the new passion for spirituality in
understand, [so] that everything that I have experienced the workplace and the vigour of taking novelness
and  understood  would  not  remain  ineffectual in my seriously in developing organizations, we contemplated
life’, says Bakhtin. that sacred inquiry can be more richer upon taking

A point to remember is that our act is non-accidental Bakhtin’s ‘novelistic’ wisdom. Clark and Holquist [48]
performance  or  a mere happening but a signed act. In observed that Bakhtin’s distinctiveness consists in his
that perspective, novelistic inquiry participants are invention of a philosophy of language that has immediate
owners of the act. Without that personal signing, the act application not only to linguistics and stylistics but also
is utter void and just empty pretense [45]. By having a the most urgent concern of everyday life. Reflectively,
signature,  participants are morally accountable and this work is couched in the said above spirit. Personally,
‘answerably   active’   beings.   Specifically  answerable this article is about honouring Kurt Lewin’s,’ nothing is
act that being performed on the basis of an so practical than a good theory’.

Conclusion and Reflection: Organization Development
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In novelistic inquiry (NI) all four elements of sacred compassion  or  suffering  with the other, rejoicing with
inquiry as postulated by Reason [49] are intertwined. the other, fearing for the other’ are ethically qualified
Basically all four can be seen in our three concluding emotions/feelings’.
remarks: Otherness  in the above sense-making is an

Remark 1: NI gives participants a greater sacred space inquiry can be viewed as text, taking otherness is about
for novelistic active participation. Bakhtin [50] explains ‘desireness’ of absorption  and  transformation of
that the kernel of novelistic paradigm is about seeking another texts under the notion of intertextuality [52].
truth as counter-posing to monologism, which pretends Elsewhere, Bakhtin [53] suggested that the other is part of
to possess a ready-made truth. Truth is not to be found the human being’s absolute need; for the other’s seeing,
inside the head of an individual person, truth is born remembering, gathering and unifying self-activity. Indeed
between people collectively searching for truth, in the embracing otherness is a necessity of living in
process of  their  dialogic  interaction.  Implicitly saying, dialogicality; ‘we get ourselves from others’ from that
NI works in an act of togetherness of where truth and unity of embrace. In doing the above creation to unfold
meaning are de-centered, where there is not simply one truth, the inquiry relegated itself into the not-yet-realm
view. In NI yet-to-be is the lingering shadow and the where ‘truth is something  other, something elsewhere
ruling time [51]. Participants are constantly in the course and any relation of an I to truth turns on a relation of the
of  formation and transformation, a state of becoming. I to the other’ [54]. Simply, the truth is prevailed in the
Here there is no ideal word, no final word as the novel interaction of ‘my words’ with the alien words (of the
continue to develop, yet uncompleted. In the novel the other). Thus in order to live one must become other to
suppression of a variety of discussions that converge himself/herself, a coincident  with other: The way in which
upon final interpretation of events is an alienated concept. I create myself is by means of a quest, I go out to the
In a similar vein, being novelistic means having a other in order to come back with a self and when I
consciousness that accepts openness, multi-accented complete the other, or when the other complete me, he/she
conversations/discourses; a state of anti-authoritarianism and I are actually exchanging the gift of a perceptible self
in discussions that supports polyphony rather than [55].
homophony. Here, in this dynamic space, voices of
questions are expected to be heard more than voices of Remark 3: In NI the presence of the Third when two
answers. gathered for dialogical utterances (an act) is a plausible

Remark 2: NI brings experience of beauty to the life- moral  imperative  but  an  epistemological requirement.
work. It is an affair of living between participants. In this For the above purpose, a special responsibility is
situation, the consciousness of the ‘second’, not in required, which is founded on the profound belief in a
arithmetical sense, is given equal and valid right to be higher  truth. Such signature of act is to heed an utter
heard and to be answered. A person who understands from  becoming  void  or  empty  pretense. Furthermore
dialogic relations/dialogic nature in depth always inside the Third is a ‘brake’ in ensuring man continues to be the
the  observed world and it is an act of illuminating both master of the act, in our case in the inquiry. If things are
the posterior and the anterior of participants, not all allowable to a man, then freedom becomes its own
mechanical contact of opposition. The above said world slave and the man who is his own slave is lost [56].
is a world of merged consciousness where the other Patterson [57] noted that the higher freedom of truth is
swims in deep waters, a world that recognize someone arising out of higher responsibility to the truth. In that
else’s thought, someone else idea. Others in this respect arrangement ‘I am answerable for the totality of
are  not  treated  superficially,  that  is  as  an  experience meaningful significance and direction in the living life’
of ‘almost by accident’. The realism that works in this [58]. In other words, with responsibility comes the
loving-living is based, among others, on penetration: answerability, the integral part of novelistic action.
Another I is not an object but another subject that Having say  of  all  things  mentioned  above,  without
transforms the other from a shadow into an authentic the Third participants of dialogical act will be in the
reality. Indeed, Infection with another’s sufferings and darkness of the abyss of not getting the light of the
nothing  more  is  central  in  dialogical  relationship. between as ‘betweeness’ is a state of living. To be in life,
Thus, ‘my suffering, my fear for myself, my joy, my to be actually, is to act aesthetically [59].

embedded  part  of  an inquiry. If the account of the

understanding. The relation to the other is not merely a
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In sum, NI inquiry works in the novelistic fashion: 15. Holquist, M., 1986. Introduction. In M Bakhtin,
Every individual engages in two perpendicular activities:
a  lateral  (horizontal) relationship with other individuals
in specific speech acts and he simultaneously form
internal  (vertical)  relationship  with  the   outer  world
(the Third) and his own psyche. OD in this novelistic
state  we  believe  is  not like Janice’s anecdote, as cited
in Kreisher [60], about the ‘heritage of OD training:
There’s an aquarium with clean water and one with dirty
water. So you get this bright idea. You scoop three fish
out of the dirty water and put them in the clean water.
Within minutes they are swimming around and happy,
with little fish smiles on their faces. So you put them back
[into the dirty aquarium] and take three more out of it.
Reflexively, in NI all are unique ‘trees not the familiar
forest’ [61] that ‘grows on open and changing self,
realized  in a myriad of unique relationship with others
that celebrate the first, the second and the Third; a
blossoming celebration fullest of time.
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